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Students will complete THREE units, two of which are mandatory  

one is an optional choice. 

The first mandatory unit will enable the learner to demonstrate an 

understanding of the science of food safety, nutrition and nutri-

tional needs in a wide range of contexts, and through                          

on–going practical sessions, to gain practical skills to produce 

quality food items to meet the needs of individuals.  

The second mandatory unit will allow learners to develop their              

understanding of the science of food safety and hygiene;                      

essential knowledge for anyone involved in food production in the 

home or wishing to work in the food industry. Again practical     

sessions will support the gaining of theoretical knowledge and       

ensure learning is a tactile experience.  

Studying one of the two optional units will allow students the                     

opportunity to study subjects of particular interest or relevance to 

them, building on previous learning and experiences. 

Students following this course will develop a wide range skill such 

as:    

 skills required for independent learning and development 

 skills to ensure their own dietary health and well being 

 a range of generic and transferable skills 

 the ability to solve problems 

 the skills of project based research, development and 

presentation 

 the ability to apply mathematical and ICT skills 

 the fundamental ability to work alongside other professionals, 

in a professional environment  

 the ability to apply learning in vocational contexts. 

 

 

 

An understanding of food science and nutrition is               

relevant to many industries and job roles. Care                       

providers and nutritionists in hospitals, sports coaches 

and fitness instructors, hotels and restaurants, food 

manufacturers and government agencies There are 

many employment opportunities within the field of 

food science and nutrition. 

This course is useful to support entry to higher                

education courses such as: BSc Food and nutrition,  

BSc Human nutrition, BSc (hons) Public health                      

nutrition, BSc (hons) Food science and technology. 

Food Science and             
Nutrition Level 3 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

50% External, 

50% Internal. 
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Assessment  

70% exam, 

30% coursework. 

 

 

 

 

 A LEVEL 

 Edexcel 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Geography 
The skills learnt in Geography are applicable to time and                  

budget-critical projects at all levels, and are an essential part 

of decision-making processes which take place all over the 

world. 

International project development, NGO and related lobbying  

activities, as well as more local planning and organising, are all 

linked directly to the work we cover. The Edexcel course is 

broad, with equal components of physical and human geogra-

phy. You will look at tectonic processes and hazards along with 

coastal landscapes and change in physical geography.              

Globalisation and regenerating places will be completed in 

human geography. 

 

In addition to those year 12 topics, year 13, includes the water   

cycle and water insecurity and the carbon cycle and energy    

security, superpowers and global development and                           

connections. 

 

There will be a minimum of four days of fieldwork which will be   

carried out in a residential setting, costing approximately £350.  

The course is demanding and requires you to both                                            

read around the subject and complete a                                                      

significant amount of individual research.  

Recent students have worked with practitioners                                             

in discussing sustainable strategies for flood                                                      

management, and assisted the lower school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographers are highly adaptable and their skills 

are in demand in a variety of careers. Former            

students have gone on to university to study                 

geological hazards, human geography, town 

planning and management environmental                    

science and management, geography and                  

politics and geophysics. 21 
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Health and Social Care is the study of: communication, health  

and wellbeing, values, rights, responsibilities, care settings,                    

understanding human behaviour and practitioner roles within 

health and social care settings.  

You will be able to develop your understanding of current                   

issues in health and social care. Health and Social Care                      

includes elements of psychology, physical education and                 

nutrition, and science. You need to be able to understand a 

range of key terms and concepts, and be able to apply this 

knowledge to case studies within both health and social care and 

real world contexts using such skills as identifying,                           

describing, explaining, evaluating, discussing and assessing.  

In addition to the subject content, you will also become skilled in: 

1. Self-management 

2. Team Working 

3. Business and customer awareness 

4. Problem solving 

5. Communication and literacy 

6. Application of numeracy 

7. Application of information technology 

 

 

 

 

Following on from this, you will then be prepared for a range of  

careers in a number of settings such as nursing, physiotherapy, 

nursery work, care assistant, social work and dental assistant.  

You can use this alongside other vocational courses or A levels to 

go to university.   

This course can also lead to apprenticeships         

and jobs in the Health and Social Care industry. 

Health and Social Care 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

Exams 52%       

Non-Examined 

Component 48%     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   BTEC 

 Edexcel    
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History 

Assessment  

80% exams. 

20% coursework 
 

 A LEVEL 

 Edexcel 

The A level offers a broad range of topics; the first year focuses 

on Germany 1918-89 and Italy 1911-46, with the second year 

looking at The British Experience of Warfare 1790-1918. Here the 

Napoleonic wars, Crimean War, Boer War and World War I are 

all examined, focusing on the changing nature of warfare, how 

wars were fought and the impact they have. The coursework  

element can investigate any topic, but the taught unit will              

focus on the controversy surrounding the causes of World War I 

and was Germany to blame. The course offers a wide range of 

topics but with each examined unit focusing on social, political 

and economic change and development over the given                    

period.  

You will develop your analytical skills, source analysis and           

evaluation, and your ability to construct a clear argument -       

abilities of value to many employers. 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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An A level in History can lead to a             

variety of different careers, from                

business and events management to 

working in the financial sector, law, 

journalism or politics. A number of                 

students have gone on to study History 

at university, including York,                            

Nottingham and Oxford. One former 

student achieved a First Class honours 

degree from Oxford and went on to 

complete his Masters.  
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WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

50% exams,  

50% coursework. 
 

 

 

 

 BTEC 

  Edexcel 

 

 I 

IT Cambridge Technicals 

24 

 

The Cambridge TEC in IT is an industry relevant qualification geared 

to the requirements of the workplace and its use of ICT.  

The course requires the students to complete 5 units of work over   

2 years: 

 Unit 1 – Fundamentals of IT (examined at the end of                       

January in Year 12) 

 Unit 2 – Global Information (examined at the end of                                      

January in Year 12) 

 Unit 3 – Cyber Security (examined at the end of year 2) 

 Unit 8 – Project Management (coursework based, internally 

marked and externally moderated) 

 Unit 17 – The internet of everything (coursework based,                    

internally marked and externally moderated) 

Students will have to keep a high standard of work throughout to 

achieve the highest levels. There are 4 possible grades:                              

Distinction*, Distinction, Merit and Pass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The course is useful for any IT or Computing based career such as 

systems analyst, systems design, web designer, and database 

manager. Former students have gone on to IT/computing based 

courses, including computer game design at Portsmouth                        

University, or IT apprenticeships at major companies like                           

Microsoft, Fujitsu-Siemens and                 

National Grid. 
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Languages 
French or Spanish 

Assessment  

100% exams 

 A LEVEL 

 Edexcel 

Either A level helps students develop confident, effective         

communication skills in the target language, as well as a        

thorough understanding of the culture of countries and         

communities where the target language is spoken.  

Either subject will develop your interest in and enthusiasm for      

language learning, and will encourage you to consider your 

study of language in a broader context. The course requires 

you to develop your ability to write and speak the target                  

language with accurate grammar and syntax for a range of 

purposes, and to understand written or spoken target                        

language in a variety of contexts and genres. The Year 12 

French Exchange costs £100-£200, and is linked to a work                    

experience placement - an invaluable experience for                           

language students.   

Students can also attend a revision day which includes          

workshops and presentations covering A level topics. This gives 

students an opportunity to meet and work with students from 

other schools. There are also French/Spanish plays and films in 

local theatres and cinemas which students can attend 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the economy becomes more globalised, employers and       

universities will value your knowledge of a language very               

highly, and having a second or third language can add a new             

dimension to your application.       

Languages area a gateway subject 

for a career in: business, teaching, 

translating, interpreting and          

journalism, travel and tourism        

politics, law and many others.      

Several Year 12 students have used 

their advanced skills whilst on        

expedition abroad, helping with   

local community projects.  

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Law BTEC 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

4 units,                    

3 mandatory with 

2 units (58%)        

externally           

assessed.  

 

 

 

 

 BTEC 

 OCR 
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Studying BTEC law is equivalent to one A level.  

 

Students study 4 units, 3 of which are mandatory. 

Two external mandatory assessments are: 

 Unit 1:  Dispute Solving in Civil Law 

 Unit 3:  Applying the law 

One mandatory assessment is 

 Unit 2: Investigating Aspects of Criminal Law and the Legal 

System 

Then students choose one optional unit, from below: 

 Unit 4: Aspects of Family Law 

 Unit 5: Consumer Law 

 Unit 6: Contract Law 

 Unit 7: Aspects of Tort 

 

 

 

 

 

This qualification is for who want to continue their education 

through applied learning and to progress to higher education and 

ultimately to employment, possibly in the legal sector. It aims to 

give a coherent introduction to study of the legal sector. It is                     

designed to be taken as part of a programme of study that                       

includes other appropriate BTEC Nationals or A levels. It provides 

the basis of an excellent route for 

learners to pursue a career in the               

legal sector. This can be through                       

higher education (degrees in              

business and law) or through an     

Advance Apprenticeship in Legal    

Services.  

 

 



 

M 
Mathematics and Further          
Mathematics 

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 

 

 

 

Further Maths  

100% exams 

 A LEVEL 

 AQA 

The Advanced Level Mathematics course is a two year course 

based around extending your knowledge of GCSE maths into           

3 further areas of mathematics: 

 Pure Mathematics 

 Mechanics 

 Statistics 

Two thirds of the course is based around pure mathematics 

with the other third being made up of the applied modules             

mechanics and statistics. 

 

There are three equally weighted two hour long examinations   

taken at the end of the two year course in June of year 13.                

All three papers include a mix of question styles from short               

single mark questions to multi step problems. Paper 1 tests just 

the pure mathematics part of the course. Paper 2 tests pure 

mathematics and mechanics and paper 3 tests pure                     

mathematics and statistics. 

 

Studying A level Mathematics will give you an understanding   

of the principles of mathematics that you will need for further 

study of mathematical related disciplines at University. There is 

an option to study further areas of mathematics this leads to a 

second A level in Further Mathematics. This option should be 

considered by all those students expecting to take                          

mathematics as a subject at degree level. 

 

 

 

Mathematics and Further               

Mathematics A levels are useful for 

those considering degrees in subjects 

with a high mathematical content                             

including business studies, economics, 

the sciences, applied sciences and                           

engineering. Former students who 

achieved top scores are studying  

Natural Sciences at Cambridge,     

Neuroscience at UCL, Maths at Surrey 

University, and History at Nottingham. 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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28 

 Edexcel 



M  

 

 

 

 

WHERE TO NEXT? 

 

M Assessment  

40% exams, 

60% coursework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 
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The A level Music course offers students an exciting and creative 

study of culture through the mediums of music performance,             

composition and listening. Students can expect to study a broad 

variety of musical genres dating from as early as the 15th century to 

the constantly evolving world of pop music today. 

The AQA course places great emphasis on performance that is              

supported at The Forest by regular performance opportunities and 

a strong team of visiting music staff.  Students choose to specialise 

in performance on an instrument of their choice, refining their      

practise and performance techniques along the way. 

For the composition element of the course, students will research 

and study techniques of some of the greatest composers before 

creating a portfolio of their own pieces. 

The listening and appraising element of the course is assessed by 

an exam at the end of the course. Preparation for this builds on           

existing aural skills from GCSE Music and explores a huge range of 

musical styles, skills and instruments including Bach, Mozart, Chopin, 

Beyoncé, Labrinth and Daft Punk. 

 

 

 

 

 

A level Music is highly regarded by universities as an academic 

qualification that demonstrates an extremely broad range of skills in 

applicants. Universities and colleges welcome A level musicians as 

both a compliment to creative courses and as a creative thinker     

on non-creative courses. The ability to play in an orchestra or sing in 

a choir gives musicians an advantageous edge over other                             

applicants. 

The discipline and social skills gained in a degree in Music are highly 

favoured by employers across industries and can 

lead directly to a career in  professional music 

performance, sound engineering, music                            

publishing, music management, music therapy, 

teaching, musical director, composer, events 

management, arts  administration, radio and   

theatre. 

Music 



Photography 
Lens and light-base media 

 

P Assessment  

60% coursework, 

40% exams.  

The exam is also 

coursework based, 

and is an            

externally set     

assignment, with 

the starting point 

set by AQA in         

February of the  

second year. 

 A LEVEL 

   AQA 

On this course, you will explore technical skills in all of the           

lens-based media in traditional and modern photography, to     

create a visual understanding and communicate your thoughts 

and ideas. This will include studio lighting, darkroom printing,       

animation, file moving image and Photoshop manipulation. 

You will complete an A level over two years, selecting themes 

to investigate and research such as isolation, self identity,      

impasto etc. 

During the A level, you will be guided through the written           

elements of your research question, learning to interpret            

photographers’ work as you investigate key periods and 

themes. You will explore materials, selecting your preferred  

media and refining your practice, while developing your own 

style and ways  of working. Students visit Tate Modern,                        

The Photographers’ Gallery, National Portrait Gallery and Kew 

Gardens, with a residential trip abroad also planned. 

Former students on this course have on to study at Camberwell 

College of Art and Design to study animation, foundation 

courses at Chelsea College of Art and Design and University of 

the Arts, London. 

 

 

 

Students who study photography develop a visual language 

which helps to develop their articulation across a wide range 

of subjects, and career       

opportunities are vast and 

include fashion photogra-

pher, photo-journalist, fashion      

designer, sports                  

photographer, animator, 

concept, artist, film director 

and motion illustrator.         

Students often go on to study 

photography –related        

degrees, e.g. film and         

animation at university, or 

take apprenticeships within 

industry. 

 

  

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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 P WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

70% exams, 

30% non-examined 

component 

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 

30 

Physical Education 
In Physical Education we attempt to develop our students’                  

understanding of the global concept of sport. We look at sport 

from different angles: how your body works, how you learn skills, 

what motivates people to participate, and how sport affects and 

reflects society. Your physical abilities will be tested and will form 

part of your result. Other skills will also be developed in terms of your 

communication, leadership and analytical capabilities. We visit 

Bath University to look at physiological testing and develop an            

understanding of human physiology in action. 

 

 

 

 

A career in sport such as coaching, sports science, analysis and 

teaching. Former students have gone on to university to study 

sports science, physiotherapy and sports therapy. 



 

 P 

Physics 

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 

“Studying Physics at school is excellent preparation for a range 

of challenging and rewarding degree courses,” said Wendy 

Platt, Director General of The Russell Group.  

Physics will provide you with genuine challenge, and foster your 

interest in and enthusiasm for the subject with a view to                 

continuing on to further study, a related career or both. You  

will gain a greater appreciation of Physics -from sub-atomic 

particles to the entire universe- through developing your 

knowledge and understanding, and recognising the             

links between different areas of the subject. 

In Year 12 there are four modules: 

Module 1 – Development of practical skills in Physics 

Module 2 – Foundations of Physics 

Module 3 – Forces and motion 

Module 4 – Electrons, waves and photons 
 

With an additional two modules In Year 13: 

Module 5 – Newtonian World and Astrophysics 

Module 6 – Particle and Medical Physics 

 

 

 

Physics is one of the major facilitator subjects, and frequently  

cited as essential for entry onto both STEM and non-STEM   

courses at Russell Group Universities; as such, it is an essential 

step in  training for most science and engineering disciplines.                    

It engenders skills that open up an               

unrivalled range of career options, from 

manufacturing to the health               

service, and the computer games             

industry to the finance sector. Research 

shows that Physics graduates can             

expect to earn more on average than 

graduates in other disciplines. One              

former student gained a first class               

honours degree in Physics and is now 

involved in working on the technical 

development of submarines. 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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 P Psychology is taught as a science. The A level has compulsory  

content covering social influence, memory, attachment,            

psychopathology, approaches in psychology, biopsychology,    

research methods and issues and debates in psychology.  

The optional content has three possible choices, where one from 

each option will be taught:   

Option 1 – Relationships, Gender, Cognition and Development; 

Option 2 – Schizophrenia, Eating Behaviour, Stress;  

Option 3 – Aggression, Forensic Psychology and Addiction. 
  

There is a mathematical element to both qualifications but at         

A level you will need skills at least at the standard of higher tier 

GCSE maths. You will learn from psychologists based at Oxford 

Brookes University how the subject is applied to the real world, and 

have the opportunity to take part in real life psychology               

experiments if you wish. 

 

 

 

 

 

Psychology is relevant to a variety of careers including marketing, 

industry, personnel, teaching, law, counselling and social work; or 

alternatively you can study the subject in more detail to become 

a forensic or sports psychologist, neuropsychologist or clinical                    

psychologist. 

Psychology 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams, 

Three exams,     

lasting two hours 

each. 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 
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BTEC Sport Level 3  

Assessment  

Units 1 & 2 are    

externally            

assessed,            

examinations will 

be sat in the     

summer term 

alongside other 

national exams  

Other units are   

internally assessed 

and verified within 

the BTEC           

qualification and 

are subject to    

external             

moderation. 

 BTEC 

 Edexcel 

This BTECT is equivalent to 1 A level. All students must study the 

following compulsory Units within the qualification: 

Unit 1:     Anatomy and Physiology  

Unit 2:     Fitness Training and Programming for Health, Sport and     

     Well-being 

Unit 3:     Professional Development in the Sports Industry 

One additional unit will be completed from an extensive list.   

These units will be selected in line with the cohort to suit their 

strengths and needs. 

Students will complete a series of assignments that are                            

submitted in a variety of formats to their unit teacher for                    

marking and feedback throughout their studies. Each unit  

within the qualification has specified assessment and grading 

criteria which are to be used for grading purposes.                                   

A summative unit grade can be awarded at Pass (E grade), 

Merit (C grade) or Distinction (A grade).  

 

 

 

The study of these qualifications can lead into a wide variety of 

career opportunities and higher education courses. The BTEC 

Sport qualification prepares students to continue their studies 

at higher educational establishments. In addition, many                     

students choose to transfer their acquired skills directly into the 

workplace in a variety of sports related careers.                               

This qualification can lead to employment in teaching,                    

coaching, physiotherapy, sports journalism and sports analyst 

work.  

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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T 

Good design is vital  to our world and to the economy. You should 

have a passion for creativity, problem solving and sustainable     

design. A level Design and Technology is a two year course where 

you will learn concepts and applications of design and technology. 

You will apply your new found knowledge to problem solving 

through the design process. 

In addition to a public exam, you will learn a range of processes, 

skills and techniques and then apply them creatively to a “design 

and make” project in year 2, solving problems for a client through 

and enterprising, problem solving design process. Your outcome 

can be graphics, architectural, electronic system or resistant      

materials based. Professionals will support student workshop and 

previous visitors have include a mobile phone designer, a leafing 

paper engineer and a RIBA architect. You may visit design          

museums in London, taking inspiration from a range of current     

British designers. Students help with and mentor STEM activities with 

lower year groups, including a 3 D printing club and a robotic    

control club.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Career opportunities are extensive: they include graphic design, 

product design, interior design and a range of engineering roles. 

Former students have moved on to universities in the Russell Group 

or studies industrial design a Bournemouth, space technology at       

Surrey, and architecture at Liverpool. 

Technology:  
Product Design 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

50% exam, 

50% project. 

 A LEVEL 

   AQA 
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Travel and Tourism BTEC 

Assessment  

Exams 58%             

Non-Examined 

Component    

42%     

 National Extended         
Certificate  

 Edexcel 

Travel and Tourism is well established at The Forest, sitting as a 

discrete subject within the Geography department.                   

The course represents a fresh approach to studying with a mix 

of examination, synoptic assessment and coursework.  

Travel and Tourism represents over 10% of UK GDP and            

accounts for over £200bn to the UK economy. It employs over 

3.7 million people either directly or indirectly. This course pro-

vides people with the skills and background to join this vibrant 

industry, or to move on to study at university.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The course represents a vocational approach which is highly 

sought after by employers and higher education.  

Careers within the Travel section are popular as well as a host 

of transferable skills applicable to all service sector industries.  

Students will have the opportunity to study the subject in           

vocational contexts throughout the course.  

 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Former student B 

Price achieved a        

Distinction* and 

moved on to study 

Airport and         

Logistics           

Management and 

the University of 

West London. 
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Reading Buddies 

We ask our sixth form students to help with 

our reading buddies scheme. Usually with 

Year 7 students, Year 12 and 13s listen,   

discuss and encourage reading, both         

factual and fictional text. The link between 

older and younger students not only helps                    

literacy skills but boosts confidence 

Lesson Mentoring for lower school 

Akin to other schemes we often ask our 

upper year groups to help in lessons, 

whether helping in maths, PE or DT there 

are many elements sixth formers can get 

involved with. We see our school                           

community as supportive, aspirational and 

motivated. To be, rather than seem to be. 

Charitable Work 

Lead by the Student Leadership Team our 

sixth form engage in fundraising projects 

throughout the year. We support national 

and local charities. Usually we raise money 

for CRY screening, this is a heart screening 

charity that tests for irregular heart beats in 

teenagers. Our students have the                        

opportunity to get 

screened.   

Work with the Community/ 

Volunteering Roles 
Sixth form students are involved in  helping 

during lessons at local Primary School’s.      

A Level students visit Year 6 classes to                 

encourage and teach maths skills.  

Sports leaders and referees often help at 

local and county sporting events,  

 

 

Elective Classes, academic,                          

vocational and sport options. 

Throughout Y12 and 12 there are                   

opportunities for students to take part in 

additional termly short                                       

courses, whether academic, vocational or 

physical. Examples include, netball,                      

swimming, coding, woodwork, 

debating and much more…. 

Duke of Edinburgh, World Challenge 

Expedition and Extended Project  

Qualifications (EPQ) 

The Forest School has taken part in World 

Challenge trips for over 20 years and                 

visited and helped in community projects 

across the globe. We have also instigated 

a very successful Duke of Edinburgh 

Bronze, Silver and Gold programme.                

Students also take part in EPQ lessons and 

projects.  

Extra Curricular and 
Enrichment  



Thursday, 12th November from 6:00pm  

Book your visit via www.forest.academy  

VIRTUAL OPEN EVENING 

Follow us @Forest_Sixth  

 


